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It is no secret that the success of your Internet Marketing Business is to a great extent depe
wants to make money,the website visitor is a very welcome person and his visit is most anxious
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Article Body:
It is no secret that the success of your Internet Marketing Business is to a great extent depe

The disappointment and frustration the visitors experience sometimes is such that they vow nev

Given below are specific situations that visitors encounter when surfing the internet hoping t

1. Instruct your website visitors to register before entering your site without giving them an

2. Have an Audio sound track on your home page and compel him to listen to your rhetoric witho

3. Ensure that your website has graphics and multimedia and will take at least one minute to d

4. Once your website visitor is in, confuse him without providing him with concise and clear l
Also do not provide him opportunities to explore your site and go back to where he came from b

5. Keep changing frequently the location of features in your site making your regular Internet

6. Do not update contents on your website. Have old or stale Internet Marketing contents witho
not only inactive but also dishonest.

7. Have plenty of Typos and grammar mistakes. Make it difficult to read both text wise and col

8. Plaster your web page with Internet Marketing banners, advertisements and pop ups thus irri
9. Do not check your website for broken links. Have plenty of broken links and error messages

10. Finally as your website visitors are about to leave you site, serve an exit Ad. and ensure

When a website visitor is confronted with this type of situation it is nothing but natural to
There are millions of websites in the internet. There is no reason why the visitor should hang

To counter these problems and make money from your website visitors, correct your errors, upda
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